
finding mission in Libya
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The Fact Finding Commission (FFC) in tibya is a non:Eovernmental
organization created shortly after the begrnning of the Libyan crisis by the
rnernbers of the civil society frorn Libya, Tunisia, France, Germany and Italy wittr
the arnhition to find out and reveal to the world the real facts and events led
behind the tibyan crisis from the start to the ongoing situation.
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It consists of visiting cities and locations all over Libya which have been subject of violence,
tension, uprising+ bombings or masscre whether by the Libyan arrny, opposition groups
included lslamic and al-qaida groups, coalition or NATO forces. Participants for the fact
finding mission can meet with people and interview them, request when necessary a meeting
with authorities for additional information.

This mission in Libya is aiming to conduct unbiased reports, reveal real fact bare from any
emotion to one of the parties involved in the Libyan crisis.

All individuals, members of political parties, International Organizationg membens of the
Civil Society (NGO+ Human Rights Movements, Women and children associations, World
Peace Movement) are qualified to organize a fact finding mission to Libya.
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As preamble, the Fact Finding Commission in Libya hasnt yet developed fundraising to be
able to finance or support fact finding trips to Libyu. For this reason, participants willing to
organize a trip to Libya should be prepared for self financing (air tickets, accommodations,
taxi fare) Fom their homeland up to the Libyan border via Djerba (Tunisia).

Once at the border, the Fact Finding Commission will assist you with the immigration
formalitieq transportation from the border to your hotel, take necessary disposition to
facilitate your stay in Libya during your whole mission.

As for the participants who are not eliglble for visa free with Tunisia, our commission can
assist them in their transit visa request.

jlRequiremBnts

Each delegation or participant who wants to visit Libya should provide us withl

full list of members of the delegation
Registration Form fpr pprticipants (annex document)

%



CV for each participant

copy in colour of the passpoft with more than 6 months of validity

the draft programme with precision on cities and locations to be visited with the
timing.

if the delegation or participant is travelling with some relevant technical items or
electronics that can be subjected to security aHuction, please provide us - r'h aduance
t (one) week - with full details and specification to prior notification to the Libyan
authorities for their acceptance.

@ermd of uqreement

l) Delegation or participant agrces with the Fact Finding Commission in Libya to release
copy of its/his report before departing Fom Libya.
(This report of the mission must include details of visited places, time people met,
support document (received) and if possible video film or photos collected in the
course of the mission; full name and signature).

z) Delegation or participant agnees with the Fact Finding Commission in Libya to
"possibly" release a press conference before orland at the end of the mission with the
national and international journalists.

3) The Fact Finding Commission agrees with the delegation or participant to keep intact
the concerned report Any amendment, correction or erasure to the report invalids it

4) The Fact Finding Commission agrees with the delegation or participant to make use
of the report at the return; organio,f a public meeting or conference to give the
feedback of mission. The FFC can forward this report to its network; include
publication on its website.

S) A"y additional protect can be sub;ected to further discussion with our commission.
6) The Fact Finding Commission in Libya can only afford 3 (three) days' accommodation

chaqges and declines its responsibility for additional expenses which are not included
in this documenl
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Mn Gilbert Nkamto,
FFC Coordinator
Email: info@ffcngo.org
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Email: info@ffengo.oqg
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Website: www.ffcngo.org


